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Introduction:	SNIa explosion	Brife

(SNIa),are known cosmic candles.
due to unique light curves and luminosity.

An illustration of a Type Ia supernova, a white dwarf (left) pulls 
material from a nearby companion star(right). (Credit: Kavli

IPMU:https://www.ipmu.jp/en/20180921-WhiteDwarf)
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Intermediate	mass	elements	nucleosynthesis	in	
SNIa

Adding alpha particles  lead to more heavier elements like  
(40Ca, 32S, Ar … )  to be created.

Studies have shown how the oxygen burning nucleosyntheses differ with alpha:

Ø lower alpha lead to more sulfur (32S)production relative to calcium (40Ca) .

Ø Higher alpha lead to more sulfur (40Ca) production relative to calcium (32S) .

⁄𝑀!" 𝑀# ∝ 𝑋$%
(De et al. 2014) 



The	role	of	16O(p,α)13N		in	nucleosynthesis	
of	SNIa

16O(p,α)13N                13N( 𝜸,p)12C

enhances the alpha , boost the 12C+12C reaction
à building more of intermediate-mass elements..

16O(p,α)13N reaction rate depends on the proton 
abundance.

High proton available in lower metallicity progenitor!!

!->increasing Ca/S ratio related to  
decreasing metallicity and vice versa



Problem	of	current		16O(p,α)13N	reaction	rates

Previous measurements of  16O(p,α)13N cross-section 
showed discrepancies on their value, and don't agree 
within uncertainty.

WAG69: no origin
REACLIB: no uncertainty
STARLIB: statistical model 



A	new	measurement	of	16O(p,α)13N	Cross-section	
Ecm =5.8-6.9MeV	using	MUSIC	
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Ø Each ion travels in the detector loses energy in increments across these strips.
Ø Each particle has its own pattern in losing Energy
Ø Eloss (∆𝑬) ∝ 𝒁



MUSIC	experimental	setup	for	16O(p,α)13N	
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Ø Inverse kinematics 
Ø 136-MeV 16O beam Energy 
Ø pure methane gas at 700Torr.

Ø Covers a centre of mass energy range of 
∼5.8-6.9 MeV, with a 275-keV resolution. 



Beam	Normalization	and	events	Categorizing:

1- background events: excluded.

2-Beam events: Normalized Eloss= 6±0.147

3-Jumps on the Eloss:

● Higher events: event with Eloss > 6+2(0.147) →
resulted from Ions heavier then beam(potentially 
25Mg, 26Al…).

● Lower events: event with Eloss < 6-2(0.147) →
resulted from Ions Lighter then beam (potentially 
13N, 11B, 12C…).
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Strip	analysis	and	events	counting	

Strip3 unfiltered events (left) compared to the events with Eloss-Only- Lower than the beam (right)
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Traces	and	dE-dE identification

Strip 2 traces compared to the dEE plot shows how the blob in red consistance with the red lined in the 
traces.. And for the green traces, the scatter of the events is reflected on the grean traces .



Cross-secion calculation



Summary

vThe 16O(p,𝛼)13N reaction can give hents on the metallicity of the SNIa progenitor.

vPrevious rates poorly constrained.

vThe New cross section measurement with MUSIC provides promises to refine our 
models of SNIa with reliable rate and meaningful uncertainty. 

vCalculating the new rate, after refining the data.

vHelps bridging the gap between theory and observational data have a deeper 
understanding of SNIa synthesis and progenitor.
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